Control of active turbulence through addressable soft interfaces.
We present an experimental study of a kinesin/tubulin active nematic formed at different oil interfaces. By tuning the interfacial rheology of the contacting oil, we have been able to condition and control the seemingly chaotic motion that characterizes the self-sustained active flows in our preparations. The active nematic is inherently unstable and spontaneously develops defects from an initial homogeneous state. We show that the steady state and, in particular, the density and dynamics of the defects strongly depends on the rheology of the contacting oil. Using a smectic-A thermotropic liquid crystal as the oil phase, we pattern the interface thanks to the anisotropy of the shear viscosity in this material. The geometry of the active nematic adapts to the boundary conditions at the interface by changing from the so-called active turbulent regime to laminar flows along the easy flow directions. The latter can be either a lattice of self-assembled circular paths or reconfigurable homogeneous orientations that can be addressed by means of an external magnetic field. We show that, under all confinement conditions, the spatiotemporal modes exhibited by the active liquid are consistent with a single intrinsic length scale, which can be tuned by the material parameters, and obey basic topological requirements imposed on the defects that drive the active flows. Future control strategies, including a tunable depleting agent, are discussed.